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This paper introduces a simple, personally developed method. It will also 
make a table of all possible Heaven, Earth or Man outcomes. Heaven Earth
and Man are the Daoist 'Three Treasures' and are a way of describing 
experienced reality. Heaven is the over-arching context or atmosphere - 
like the Sky. Earth complements Heaven adding body and texture to initial
Heaven - like the landscape. Man is a dynamic element that joins Heaven 
and Earth together making them both alive and unique in that each 
situation is unique in time and space, no two events or moments are the 
same. Heaven Earth and Man are used in art, architecture, philosophy and
statecraft. They take a little while to tune into but can be profoundly 
revealing and insightful.

The Heaven Earth and Man section of my typical Reading looks like:

Heaven Earth Man

Heaven: Joyful Water  - ☵ ☱ Young Yang 47 Exhaustion, Determination
Earth: Thunder Heaven  - ☳ ☰ Old Yang 25 Naturalness
Man: Joyous Fire  - ☱ ☲ Young Yang 38 Polarity
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Method:
5 Waiting

䷄
The Primary Hexagram from the Cast above is  #5 Waiting
From this Hexagram can be derived Heaven Earth and Man.

Heaven: the top two lines = Solid line below, broken line above
Earth: the bottom two lines = Two solid lines
Man: the middle two lines = Solid line below, broken line above

Man is straighforward and is how the Nuclear Hexagram is derived, namely two 
'inner' hexagrams within original Hexagram #5, namely lines 2,3,4 and 3,4,5 making: 
Lake ☱ below, Fire ☲ above = Hexagram #38.

But Heaven and Earth are not so straightforward. First we take what is easy namely 
with Heaven its bottom line #5 is the center line of upper trigram Water ☵. But what 
about the top line? Here is introduced a trigram-generating trick: 

If the top line is broken it means Lake which has a single broken line at the top: ☱
If the top line is solid it means Mountain which has a single solid line at the top: ☶

Earth is essentially the same: its upper Line #2 has is the center line of a trigram, but 
the lower line needs a similar trigram-generating treatment:

If bottom line is broken it means Wind which has single broken line at the bottom:     ☴
If bottom line is solid it means Thunder which has single solid line at the bottom:     ☳

For #5: 

Heaven is Lake above, Water below =  #47 ䷮
Earth is Thunder below, Heaven above = #25 ䷘
Man is Lake below, Fire above = #38 ䷥
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Table showing all possible Heavens, Earths and Mans

Heaven:
Two possible top trigrams for Heaven are Lake and Mountain 
Eight possible bottom trigrams for Heaven Total 16
 
Eight with Lake as Upper Trigram, Eight with Mountain as upper trigram.
Lake Hexagrams: 43 17 47 31 45 28 49 58
Mountain Hexagrams: 26 27 4 52 23 18 22 41

Earth: 
Two possible bottom trigrams for Earth are Thunder and Wind
Eight possible top trigrams for Earth Total  16

Eight with Thunder as lower trigram, Eight with Wind as Lower Trigram.
Thunder Hexagrams: 34 51 40 62 16 32 55 54
Wind Hexagrams: 9 42 49 53 20 57 37 61

Man:
Eight possible bottom and eight possible top trigrams for Man (all 64)

Total   64
Grand Total   96

I believe this means there are 96 * 16 = 1536 possible Mans with Heavens and the same
with Earth making 3,072 total possibilities.

NOTES:

I don't always use Heaven Earth Man for interpretation. But if am looking for a tendency with 
an obscure result, or something becomes very obvious, a pattern like both lines the same, or 
both changing, or both the same and changing, or one changing line in each. Also, if the 
Hexagrams tell a story, relating clearly in some way or whatever. It's largely intuition at this 
point.

No doubt more experienced Yi-casters could incorporate the five elements, compare them with
the initial cast hexagrams and derive interesting relationships.  Some other tips: 
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Heaven: Heaven sets the mood, the atmosphere, the over-arching situation. Earth 
complements it. So how the Heaven and Earth resonate in the context of the query can be 
interesting or revealing or spark associations. For example, a gloomy Heaven and a Joyful 
Earth has a different feel than a Joyful Heaven and gloomy Earth or both gloomy or both 
Joyful. 

To that end, let's say that the dominant element in any given Heaven is the main trigram, 
which is the upper trigram of the Hexagram. Then the top line hexagram helps qualify it 
somehow. So if it is Lake above Fire you can think of it as Joyful Fire.
Similarly with Earth if the bottom line trigram is Thunder and the top line of Earth (#2) is Fire 
again, that is Thundering Fire. Or to spice things up you might prefer to make the top line of 
Heaven the most important with the #5 line based trigram the qualifier, as in Fiery Joy.

But however you do it, Heaven should have a feel, based partly on the two constituent trigrams
and, if you like, partly on the traditional Hexagram Number and attributes. 

I also pay attention to whether or not any given Treasure has a changing line or lines and 
interpret the qualities of any given trigram as balanced or imbalanced accordingly. So that's 
another variable: imbalanced versus balanced Heaven, Earth or Man. 

Some Heaven and Earths go well together or give an instant sense of something or other, others
don't. 

Man joins together Heaven and Earth making them into a dynamic, particular experience. It's 
like finally putting on a tie and cuff links make the suit come alive. Or like how a King wears a 
Crown, or a military officer a uniform with shiny buttons and a peaked cap. Some sort of 
drama, flourish, statement, particularity. So sometimes this perspective can help unlock a 
puzzling dynamic in a reading and help bring a simple, clear interpretation to the light of day.

Finally, there are commentaries available just on the two-line configuration. Two yang lines = 
Old Yang; two Yin lines = Old Yin; Yang line below yin line above = Young yang; yin line below 
yang line above = Young Yin. Once could develop an entire Heaven Earth Man interpretation 
based on these configurations alone.

Finally, for those who would like to have the trigrams to insert into documents, copy paste the 
ones below. They are a font so you can change their size just as you change character sizes:

☰ ☵ ☳ ☶
☷ ☲ ☴ ☱
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